With a view to study problems of smoothability , we construct a minimal free resolution for the coordinate ring of an algebroid monomial curve associated to an AS numerical semigroup (i.e. generated by an arithmetic sequence), obtained independently of the result of [2] and equipped with the explicit description of all the involved maps.
Introduction
Let k[x 0 , ..., x n ]/I ≃ k[t s , s ∈ S] be the affine coordinate ring of a monomial algebraic curve X ⊆ IA n+1 k defined by a numerical semigroup S and let R = k[[x 0 , ..., x n ]]/I (k field). Several properties of the associated graded ring G of R have been studied in the recent years; on the other side, some questions related to the homological invariants of the local ring R are still open. When S is generated by an arithmetic sequence m 0 , ..., m n (AS semigroup) the generating ideal I of X has a nice shape: in fact it is generated by the 2 × 2 minors of two matrices, as first noted in [1] and the Betti numbers of G are calculated in [3] .
In the recent paper [2] the authors give a minimal free resolution of the ring k[x 0 , ..., x n ]/I, based on this "bideterminantal" shape of the ideal I and the mapping cone procedure. In particular they deduce the Betti numbers of I [2, Theorem 4.1]. Essentially with an analogous technique, but independently, we have reached the same result: the difference is our more explicit definition of the maps involved in this construction. This punctual description is a basic tool to obtain a determinantal characterization of the first syzygies of the ideal I, which turns out to be useful in the study of the smoothability of these monomial curves (work in progress). . The defining ideal I ⊆ P of the curve X = Spec(k[S]) (shortly AS monomial curve ) is generated by the 2 × 2 minors of the following two matrices:
and a minimal set of generators for I can be obtained by the n 2 maximal minors {f 1 , ..., f ( (2) We call C the codimension two ideal generated by the 2 × 2 minors of the matrix A (which is the ideal of the cone over the rational normal curve of P n ).
(3) For h = 0, ..., n − b, we shall denote by g h the minor det x a n
x n−h of A ′ and by δ h its weight:
Lemma 1.2 With Notation 1.1:
.. = β h + αg h+1 , with β h ∈ C, α ∈ (x 1 , ..., x n ). This would imply that (
2 Free resolution of the ideal I.
By means of the mapping cone technique, starting with the Eagon-Northcott resolution E of the ideal C and the Koszul complex K of P/(x 1 , ..., x n ), we can construct a free (non-minimal in general) resolution of the ideal I. This resolution is a lifting of the one found in [3] for the associated graded ring G of the curve X: in particular we'll see that the Betti numbers of G and A are the same. We recall the main tools:
(1) The Eagon-Northcott free resolution for the R-ideal
is a free P -module of rank s and basis {λ
> be the basis of E s and let ε be the basis of E 0 . The maps in E are:
where only the summands with non-negative powers of λ 0 , λ 1 are considered, and, for q = 0, 1, s ≥ 1, the maps ∆ q : ∧ s P n −→ ∧ s−1 P n are defined as:
. (2) The Koszul complex K, minimal free resolution for P/(x 1 , ..., x n ), is:
is , the (canonical) basis of
Further, for simplicity, when no confusion on indices occurs, we shall write
Therefore the modules K s , E s are graded as follows:
With the preceding assumptions we shall define by :
where φ
s−1 are defined as follows:
is the component-wise product
s−1 , is associated to the matrix
Mapping cone construction
Now we construct a free resolution of the ideal I.
Proposition 2.2
With notation (1.1), (2.1), the following complex is a free resolution of the ideal I:
. The proof consists of several steps.
where the ψ (0) i are the multiplication by g 0 . By mapping cone one constructs the complex:
↓ 0 The maps, as defined in (2.1.6), are :
One can check directly the commutativity of the diagrams for each (s = 1, ..., n)
and (for q = 1, 2)
The conclusion and also the commutativity for s ≥ 3, follow by the next Lemma 2.3 (see the proof given in the following "
Step h" which holds in the general case). Now, again by the mapping cone construction, we get the exact complex: d
1 :
Lemma 2.3 Let
Proof. (1) . Let p be the number of permutations to have
(Note that this result holds also for k ∈ {i 1 , ..., i s }).
Let V k := x a n e n−h+k − x µ 0 e n−h−b+k and recall that g h = x a n x n−h − x µ 0 x n−b−h ; by (2.3.1) we get
. By iterating this method, for all h = 1, ..., n − b, let C h = C + (g 0 , ..., g h ). By means of the following commutative diagram
...
we construct the free complex
The commutativity for s ≥ 2 of the above diagram follows by Lemma 2.3, since, with notation (2.1.6) 
, h = 1, ..., n − b. Since such elements are considered only with non-negative powers of λ 0 , λ 1 , to compute the dimension of the redundant subspace D s define ν s := min{s − 1, n − b}. 
